ANA HOLDINGS NEWS
ANA HOLDINGS Chosen as
“2018 Competitive IT Strategy Company”

TOKYO, May 30, 2018 - ANA HOLDINGS (ANA HD) has been selected by Japan’s Ministry of
Economy, Trade and Industry (METI) and the Tokyo Stock Exchange (TSE) as “2018 Competitive
Information Technology (IT) Strategy Company” (*1) in the air transportation category.
(*1) For details about “2018 Competitive IT Strategy Company”, please refer to the website below.
http://www.meti.go.jp/english/press/2018/0425_003.html

As Japan continues to encourage Japanese companies to move forward in promoting Society 5.0
(Japanese digital transformation program), METI and TSE select companies with outstanding efforts in
IT and digital utilization stimulating digital transformation and improvement of mid- to long-term corporate
value. ANA HD was chosen as “2018 Competitive IT Strategy Company” because of its improvements to
and additions of cutting-edge IT and digital technology.
ANA HD, the parent company of All Nippon Airways (ANA), Japan's largest and only 5-Star airline,
positions and promotes the “ANA Group Society 5.0” as an important measure in the ANA Group Midterm Corporate Strategy. Through the inclusion of employees and the digital technology, it is creating
innovative work processes, services, and businesses.
ANA HD was mainly recognized for three initiatives. The first one is the introduction of the first worldwide
app that enables pilots to review their flights on their tablets. The app is called “FURIKAERI”, which
means reviewing. ANA HD aims to create safer and smoother flights for passengers.
The second initiative is the development of an e-commerce site that offers traditional handcrafted Japanese
artistic crafts to people around the world which the site was launched in January 2018 in Japanese and ANA
HD plans to release the English version in June 2018. The aim of creating a website where people around the
world have the chance to buy Japanese traditional artistic craft is to revitalize the Japanese regions.
The third recognized initiative is ANA HD’s efforts in reforming its legacy systems and creating IT
architecture transformations. These changes include cloud migration for the international systems and
virtualized IT infrastructure. Part of the reasoning behind altering the IT architecture is to drastically
reduce IT costs.
In addition to being selected as “2018 Competitive IT Strategy Company,” METI and TSE have also
selected ANA HD in two additional programs, “NADESHIKO Brand 2018,” and “2018 Health and
Productivity Stock Selection.” This resulted in ANA HD receiving top honors in all three programs.
The new IT strategies will also be beneficial to ANA’s passengers and provide them with a more
comfortable travel experience by improving customer information infrastructure and further utilizing
digital technology.

Contact: ANA Corporate Communications, TEL +81-3-6735-1111, publicrelations@ana.co.jp
About ANA
Following the “Inspiration of Japan” high quality of service, ANA has been awarded the respected 5-Star rating from SKYTRAX
for six consecutive years starting in 2013. Additionally, ANA has been recognized by Air Transport World as “Airline of the Year”
three times in the past 10 years - 2007, 2013 and 2018, becoming one of the few airlines winning this prestigious award for
multiple times.
ANA was founded in 1952 with two helicopters and has become the largest airline in Japan, as well as one of the most
significant airlines in Asia, operating 85 international routes and 119 domestic routes. ANA offers a unique dual hub model
which enables passengers to travel to Tokyo and connect through the two airports in the metropolitan Tokyo, NARITA and
HANEDA, to various destinations throughout Japan, and also offers same day connections between various North American,
Asian and Chinese cities.
ANA has been a member of Star Alliance since 1999 and has joint venture partnerships with United Airlines, Lufthansa German
Airlines, Swiss International Airlines and Austrian Airlines.
Besides the full service and award winner carrier ANA, the ANA Group has two LCCs as consolidated subsidiaries, Vanilla Air
Inc. and Peach Aviation Limited. The ANA Group carried 53.8 million passengers in FY2017, has approximately 39,000
employees and a fleet of 260 aircraft. ANA is a proud launch customer and the biggest operator of the Boeing 787 Dreamliner.

